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Summary

medium undergoing infinitesimal deformation.

We presenta method for a solutionof the three

The momentum conservation equations are

dimensional elastic wave equation for VSP

given by (Fung, 1965):

geometry. This solution is operatedon a three
dimensional cylindrical grid using the multidomain approach. Discretization of the wavepu, = la
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field is carried out on a grid of r 0 and z ,
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where r is the distancefrom the center, 0 is the
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where U, , iJe and U, are respectivelythe dis-

tives are performedusing the Chebychevexpan-

placementsin r , 9 and z directions;err , 0,

sion along the radial direction, and using the

, CJ,, , o,a , o,, and 0,

Fourier expansion along the angular and the

are the stresscom-

ponents;f, , fe andf, are body forcesper unit

vertical direction.
We combine the equations of conservationof

volume, and p denotesthe density.

momentum with the stress-strainrelation to

The stress-strain
relationsare:

yield a system of nine equationsfor the displacementsand for the stresses.This system is
resorted to a first order system which includes
the variablesthat are needed for boundaryconditions constructionand for domain decomposition.
Boundary conditions and patching of grids are

u

constructedby the use of the characteristicvari-
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ables of the wave equation. The numericalal-
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gorithm is tested on the Cray YMP supercom-

OaZ= px

. h is the rigidity

puter.
modulusand p is the shearmodulus.
Equations of Motion
Solution Scheme

The equationsof motion we use are formed in

For the treatment of the boundary conditions

cylindricaI coordinates.We combine the aqua-

concurrentvalues of the variables er, ire, c, ,

cons of momentum conservation with the
stress-strainrelation for an isotropic elastic
859
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T-

Thus we recast[l] and [2] to a systemof nine
coupledfirst order equationswhich are given
by:

PI
Y$

= iK#

where K, = j-1

and j = 1, 2,
[31
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Along the verticaldirection,we again use the
Fouriermethod,wherenow:

whereV is thevariablesvector
.
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A, B, and C are the 9x9 termsmatrices

and j = 1, 2,

, N,

which includesmaterialparameters,u is the

Integrationin time is carried out using the
fourthorderTaylorseries(Dablain,1986):
[71
U(r+At) = U(t)+

&

tiU(t)+f

1

and W is the vectorwhichcontainsthe source
and M is the right sizeof [3]; f is the source
terms.
term,and& is thetimestepincrement.
The numericalalgorithmis basedon solutionof
system[3]. Solutionof the system[3] requires
operationof spatialderivativesin r , 6 and z

Boundary Conditions andDomain Composition

directions,and a schemefor time integration.

Boundaryconditionsare appliedat thecenterof

Along r directionwe usethe Chebychev
expan-

the grid and at theedgesof the grid at the radi-

sionfor thederivative:

al direction,and at thetwo edgesof the grid in
141
k = 0, 1, ... , N,

the verticaldirection.At the angulardirection,
theoperationis periodic.
Boundaryconditionsare appliedby correcting
the valuesof the nine component
variablesvec-

whereTk are the discreteChebychev
polynomials,bk arethe coefficients
for thederivativeand
-1 < rj < 1 is the j’*

samplingpoint (Gottlieb

and Orzag 1977, Kosloff et. al. 1989, Kessler
and Kosloff 1990);Along the angulardirection,
we use the Fourier methodfor construction
of

tor (equation[3]). The values of each componentaredefinedby theuseof the characteristic variables of the elastic wave equation
(Gottlieb et. al., 1982, Baylis et. al., 1990,
Kosloff et. al., 1990, Kessler and Kosloff,
1990). The nine characteristic
variablesare:

thederivative(Hamming,1978):
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45 X 45 X 225 in

3

the interior grid and

45 X 125 X 225 in the exteriorgrid. The total
number of variablesrequire for solving this
problemreachesthenumber59,000,OOO.
A very
powerfulcomputeris neededfor executionof
thiscomputer
job. The computerwe foundmost
appropriate
is the Gray YMP. The Cray YMP
and

%z

supercomputerpossesses
a very largephysical

the pressure
whereVP and V, are respectively,

memory and multiple CPUs which sharethe

and shearwavesvelocity. The above charac-

same memory. Figures 2 and 3 shows

teristicvariablesdescribes
one sidedandonedi-

snapshots
of the numericalsolution.Figure 2

mensionalwave propagation.
In orderto create

describesan horizontal(r,e) cut of the radial

the boundaryconditionneeded,we keep con-

velocity field at times 0.135 and 0.27 sec.,

stantor zero the termsof the variableswhich

respectively.

describes
motionof energyinwardsor outwards

The white spot at the middle is the borehole,

(KesslerandKosloff,1990).

and it is surrounded
by the interior grid, and
thentheexteriorgrid. Figure3 showsa vertical

The numberof domainsthat we use are two.

(r,z ) cut of the radial velocity field at times

Figure 1 showsan (r,O) sectionof the 3D nu-

0.28 and 0.42 sec.,respectively.
At thesesnap

merical grid. The interior grid has less grid

shotswe can identify the pressurewave front

pointsin boththe radial and the angulardirec-

followedby the shearwave front and alsothe

tionsthan the exteriorone. Composition
of the

wavespartitionalongtheborehole.

two domainsis performedusingthe sametechnique we use for the performance
of the boun-
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Fig. 3. (r,z) snapshots
at times0.28 set and0.42 sec.

Fig. 1. Horizontal cut of the 3-D grid.
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